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A. Purpose
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Project Sponsors
Auckland Light Rail Group
Minister Woods
5 October 2021
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To:
From:
CC:
Meeting date:
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1. This paper provides Sponsors with the draft solution summary and seeks feedback
ahead of finalisation of the indicative business case and the recommendations of the
Auckland Light Rail Group. The Sponsors meeting provides an opportunity for the
Establishment Unit to receive Sponsor feedback on the likely recommendations that the
Unit will be making when it delivers it final reports next week. Following the Sponsors’
meeting, we will submit the Independent Chair’s report, indicative business case and
additional reports, to inform the recommendation for the Minister of Transport to take
to Cabinet in November 2021.

the

B. Strategic context

er

2. In March, Cabinet decided to progress work on the City Centre to Māngere (CC2M)
project via an “Establishment Unit”, which is a joint endeavour between Waka Kotahi,
Auckland Transport, Auckland Council, Kāinga Ora and the Ministry of Transport.
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3. The Establishment Unit was tasked with progressing the following work1 over a sixmonth period:

● Completing business case work to inform future advice to Cabinet;

se

● Undertaking initial iwi, stakeholder and community engagement;

lea

● Preparing advice on the form and governance arrangements for the delivery
entity for the project;
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● Preparing advice on the options to take the project forward, including mode,
alignment, and decision gateways; and
● Supporting and informing, as required, policy work undertaken by policy
agencies.
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4. Ministers are seeking to take a recommendation to Cabinet in November 2021 with:
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● Further advice based on the business case and recommendations on a
preferred way forward, including route, mode, funding and financing, and the
form of the delivery entity;
● Recommendations based on the detailed policy changes that are needed to
take the implementation of the project forward.

C. Recommendations
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6. We recommend that the Sponsors:
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5. The work undertaken by the Establishment Unit will also provide Ministers with a
greater understanding of some of the key considerations, trade-offs and potential
changes (legislative, policy, regulatory and other) that may be required to achieve the
project outcomes.

● Note the next steps.

the

● Receive the draft recommendations of the Establishment Unit (below) and
provide feedback.

er

● Note that these draft recommendations recognise that the project is in an
early stage of design. The key purpose of the preliminary cost estimates at
this stage is to enable comparison between options for the economic analysis
and are unlikely to reflect final outturn costs for the project.

nd

● Note that the Chair’s report will explain the different views of Board
members (if any) and make a recommendation.

du

● Note that following the Sponsors meeting, the indicative business case will be
finalised and it will be submitted with the Independent Chair’s report and
additional reports.
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● Note that the final outputs of the Establishment Unit will inform the Minister
of Transport’s report back to Cabinet in November 2021.
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Draft recommendations

There is a strong case for a high frequency rapid transit service to be developed
between Wynyard Quarter and the airport precinct.

•

This service should be partly tunnelled Light Rail – i.e. a segregated tunnel section
from Wynyard to Mt Roskill, with the balance of the route running on the surface.
It should incorporate underground stations in the city centre and on the Isthmus
including the university precinct. In this paper we refer to this option as Tunnelled
Light Rail.

•

This mode supports a higher intensification aspiration for quality compact urban
form, which will need to be delivered through specific interventions beyond the
transport project.

•

The project should be developed and implemented in partnership between the
Crown, Auckland Council and Mana Whenua across multiple levels of governance
and management. This partnership will comprise:
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•

Sponsor representation from central and local government and Mana
Whenua
Delivery through partners, including Waka Kotahi, Auckland Council,
Auckland Transport, Kāinga Ora and iwi.
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•

Based on the options evaluation, the preferred choices for the Delivery Entity are
for a new purpose-designed Schedule 4A company or Waka Kotahi (through an
internal business unit or subsidiary). But overall, we support a position that keeps
open the choice of the final Delivery Entity at this point.

•

In the meantime, a ‘shadow’ Delivery Entity housed within Waka Kotahi should
continue to progress the Project during the next phase of the project, which
covers detailed planning. Governance during this next phase should mirror
elements of the eventual governance framework that is envisaged for the final
Delivery Entity. This involves Sponsor oversight and clarity of Sponsor
requirements, the creation of the Sponsors Forum and a forum for Partner
involvement.

•

Tasks during the detailed planning phase would include master planning along the
corridor with continued community, iwi and stakeholder engagement, refining the
transport scheme and costs, commence consenting and strategic property
acquisition, preparation of the Detailed Business Case (DBC), working with the
Additional Waitemata Harbour Crossing project and ARTP on broader network
issues, and undertaking additional work to determine the final Delivery Entity,
governance and funding arrangements, and partner roles.
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Significant investment by both central and Auckland local government will be
required to deliver the project and the outcomes it aims to achieve. Local and
regional beneficiaries can make a meaningful funding contribution through
leveraging existing, or new, value capture tools. Nevertheless, the Crown is
expected to fund the majority of the capital costs of the Project. In line with
current settings, the Council would be expected to make a material contribution to
operating costs. There are opportunities to seek to recover some of that Crown
funding contribution through urban redevelopment. This will require intervention
and potentially upfront capital.

•

We have laid the foundations for a social licence within corridor communities to
progress to the next stage; this will be strengthened by working closely with
communities, iwi and stakeholders within the corridor and more broadly in the
next phase.
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D. Next steps
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7. Following the Sponsors meeting, we will reflect any feedback from Sponsors into the
final report.
8. We are on track to submit the final report, the indicative business case and additional
reports by the end of the week commencing 4 October 2021.

the

9. The final recommendations of the Establishment Unit will inform the Cabinet paper,
which we understand is scheduled to go to DEV on 17 November and Cabinet on 22
November.

er

E. Draft Indicative Business Case

nd

This section of the paper describes the key findings of the business case and informs
sponsors as to the content they will receive.

What is the case for investing in rapid transit, integrated with urban intervention,
along the CC2M corridor to unlock quality compact urban development?
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The Strategic Case addresses two questions:

Why rapid transit and why is the investment needed now?
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Auckland has been and is continuing to grow at a rapid pace. This growth is causing
significant challenges including housing affordability, increasing congestion and associated
emissions. Providing for sustainable growth including achieving a high quality compact
urban form for Auckland will be enabled with high-capacity public transport. This project
plays a critical role in shaping this growth to achieve positive transformational outcomes
for Auckland.
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10. Auckland has been voted one of the world’s most liveable cities. But Auckland is at a
crossroad and decisions made today will shape our biggest city and affect multiple
generations in the future.
11. Over the next 30 years, an extra 720,000 people will call Auckland home, raising the
city’s total population to about 2.4 million by 2050.
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12. The strain on Auckland’s infrastructure and services will adversely affect liveability,
housing supply and affordability, social equity, sustainability and Auckland’s economy.
Auckland is making strategic choices about where and how this growth occurs. A key
opportunity to unlock this growth is through quality compact urban development along
the CC2M corridor.
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13. The CC2M corridor stretches from the densely populated city centre, through the wellestablished residential areas in the isthmus (Mt Roskill to Onehunga). It continues into
Māngere and reaches its southern extent at Auckland Airport.
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14. The CC2M corridor includes two of the most significant employment hubs with 24% of
Auckland’s jobs located in the corridor. The city centre is a primary focal point for
employment and high value jobs. The airport precinct is a major and growing
employment centre for a diverse range of businesses. The CC2M corridor also has two
of Auckland’s major tertiary institutions along the route - University of Auckland and
Auckland University of Technology.
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15. Without any investment in rapid transit, this corridor is forecast to grow from 60,000
households in 2021, to 91,000 households by 2051. This equates to an increase of
30,000 households which is 10.5% of Auckland’s total forecast household growth. With
investment in rapid transit, 31,000 additional households are forecast within the
corridor totalling 66,000 additional households over the next 30 years. This equates to
23.2% of Auckland’s total household growth.
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16. The current transport infrastructure will struggle to support the base level of growth
expected in the CC2M corridor (i.e. the growth that is anticipated to occur without
investing in transformational public transport in the corridor). There are already
significant transport issues, including congestion and transport equity issues. These will
5
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lead to people living in lower quality, poorly connected urban environments with
inadequate public transport, highly congested roads and perpetuate inequity for future
generations. It will also adversely affect trips into the city centre in peak hours
regardless of where they live in Auckland.
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17. Rapid transit will not only help to support the base growth that was anticipated to occur
but will also facilitate higher quality and higher density outcomes than would have
otherwise been possible. Alongside urban interventions the project will facilitate even
more of Auckland’s growth to occur within the CC2M corridor at a scale commensurate
with the investment reducing pressure for greenfield development, with the liveability,
financial and environmental benefits that entails. It will also support more efficient use
of current infrastructure and lessen the need for new infrastructure to serve greenfield
areas. Intensifying development along the CC2M corridor will also make it easier for
people to access jobs, education, as well as social, recreational and cultural
opportunities.
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18. The project will reduce vehicle kilometres travelled on the road network through mode
shift to rapid transit. As rapid transit performs better from a road safety perspective, an
added benefit of the project is that it will improve safety and reduce traffic related
deaths and injuries. The project also proposes the inclusion of a segregated cycle
network along the route which will further improve safety and reduce deaths and
injuries. These safety improvements have been factored into the calculation of benefits
for the project.
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19. The IBC was undertaken by the Establishment Unit without a full understanding around
the medium and long term impacts of Covid-19, and what a return to ‘a new normal’ is
going to look like. As the proposed CCM2 project would have an extended construction
and commissioning period, it is expected that any impact of Covid-19 will be largely
confined to timing.
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The Economic Case addresses:
• What are the options?
• What is the best option for New Zealand?
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There is a strong case for a high frequency rapid transit service to be developed between
Wynyard Quarter and the airport precinct. This service should be partly tunnelled Light
Rail - segregated tunnel section from Wynyard to Mt Roskill, with the balance of the route
running on the surface. It should incorporate underground stations in the city centre and
on the Isthmus including the university precinct.

Re

20. We shortlisted three options:
•

Light Rail - Dominion Road
6

•

Tunnelled Light Rail - segregated tunnel section from Wynyard to Mt Roskill

82

Light Metro - nominally Sandringham Road (a tunnelled route does not need to
follow road corridors)
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21. All three short listed options deliver against the Project objectives. Each option improves
accessibility, reduces Auckland’s carbon footprint, and unlocks urban development in
the corridor. Having three viable options is a positive outcome – decision-makers could
choose any one of the options confident that it will deliver significant benefits to Tāmaki
Makaurau.

or

22. Each of the options deliver different levels of benefits and implementation impacts,
have different costs, and economic responses. To determine a recommended option,
decision-makers will need to consider the trade-offs between the options.

Inf

23. Key considerations that inform a preferred option are:

Level of Transport Opportunity- The Light Metro option (followed closely by the
Tunnelled Light Rail option) provides the greatest increases in mode shift and has
the highest levels of residual capacity at 2051.

•

Level of Urban Opportunity - All options generate benefits in terms of supporting
urban development. However, unlocking and realising high levels of urban
development will require the use of additional urban interventions. These include
but are not limited to masterplanning, collaboration with Kāinga Ora and Auckland
Council, site amalgamations, improved active mode connections, amenity and public
space upgrades, and commercial partnerships. The Light Metro and Tunnelled Light
Rail options enable more urban capacity but cost more than the Light Rail option.
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Note – the costs have been updated from what was presented to Sponsors in mid-September.
The discount rate is 4% for 60 years (consistent with Waka Kotahi guidance).
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Benefits - There is a substantial difference in forecast benefits:

Light Metro

Tunnelled Light Rail

Benefits (NPV
values over 60
years)

$8.0 Bn

$14 Bn

$11.6 Bn

BCR

1.1

1.2

1.1

er

the

Light Rail

Disruption – All options will generate some degree of disruption. The Light Rail
option will create prolonged (multi-year) disruption in important areas like Queen St
and Dominion Road.
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Given the benefits are broadly commensurate with costs, all three options have
benefit cost ratios (BCRs) of above one, and so broadly equivalent economic
outcomes.

Integrated network – to support future network integration requirements all the
options might require a tunnel in the city centre.

•

Carbon reduction – Each of the three options enables mode shift away from private
vehicles and therefore reduces Auckland’s carbon emissions. Light Metro and the
Tunnelled Light Rail options encourage higher levels of patronage and therefore
result in greater levels of emissions reduction over time, however surface Light Rail
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has less embedded carbon (because less concrete and steel involved in
construction) so achieves carbon neutrality fastest.
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24. Based on the information that has been made available to the Board, and in the time
available to the Establishment Unit to appraise alternative options, the Board concluded
to recommend the Tunnelled Light Rail option because:
The Tunnelled Light Rail option provides a high-capacity service and the opportunity
for the same quantum of intensification and high-quality urban form to be attracted
to the corridor as the Light Metro option and a high-quality urban form to be
attracted to the corridor. This will provide confidence that the intensification
already anticipated in the corridor will take place, in a way that would deliver high
quality transit supportive outcomes, also provides the opportunity for even greater
growth and urban outcomes consistent with Auckland’s quality compact urban form
and sustainability aspirations. Tunnelled Light Rail provides the opportunity to
deliver the same level of urban outcomes, as the Light Metro option at a lower cost.

•

The Tunnelled Light Rail option is segregated option in the denser areas of the route
while supporting the communities south of the corridor through surface running
along Bader Drive which maximises the urban outcomes and accessibility and avoids
severance of communities.
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The Tunnelled Light Rail option provides a step change in accessibility in the corridor
particularly to jobs and education, and delivers a carbon reduction, whilst
minimising disruption, particularly in the city centre, during construction.
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The Tunnelled Light Rail option provides a high level of flexibility (and supports
future investment) for how this corridor could interface with Auckland’s future rapid
transit network, in particular, the North Shore and North West lines. This matter is
addressed in more detail in the next section.
9

2
The exact route of the Tunnelled Light Rail option remains flexible and so the final
route through the central isthmus (including the length of tunnelling) can be
explored with the community during the next project phase.

•

Whilst the economic analysis favours the Light Metro option, there is a strong
economic case for the Tunnelled Light Rail option which can be delivered for a lower
cost (compared to the Light Metro option).
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25. A funding constraint would support the selection of the Light Rail option, which is also
an attractive scheme which meets the investment objectives but has a lower cost. The
trade-offs include a commensurate reduction in the scale of forecast benefits and urban
development.

or

The Auckland Rapid Transit Network
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Our Investigation has shown that a tunnel through the city is operationally integral to
planned extensions for the North Shore and the Northwest. The next phase should include
working with the Additional Waitemata Harbour Crossing project and ARTP4 on broader
network issues.
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26. One of the most important outcomes of the ATAP exercise was central and local
government agreement that Auckland needed a regionwide rapid transit network and
that a co-ordinated approach is needed. ATAP identified that rapid transit down the
CC2M corridor will ideally be future proofed for integration with the future North Shore
and Northwest rapid transit corridors. This will ensure the best value for money from
what will be a significant investment and enable benefits to be realised on those
corridors in the future.
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27. All three shortlisted options can integrate with a future city centre rapid transit tunnel
and its extension to the North Shore and Northwest. Surface running light rail would
terminate with a surface station in Wynyard Quarter.
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28. Long term demand for all three lines cannot be accommodated on a single on-street
corridor (e.g. Queen Street, which in strategic planning documents is already anticipated
to have other functions removed to accommodate light rail). Additional on-street lines in
the city centre are likely to be highly constrained due to their need to retain buses,
active modes and general vehicles within fixed corridor widths. This means it is unlikely
that a network with two city centre corridors can be developed in a way that can meet
long-term demand.

Auckland Rapid Transit Plan
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29. Whatever option is chosen for the CC2M – Light Rail, Light Metro or Hybrid - a tunnel is
therefore likely to be the most efficient way to provide an additional corridor in the city
centre, to deal with future demand of the North Shore and Northwest corridors.
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30. This tunnel will be required when the North Shore busway runs out of capacity –
forecast to be sometime between the early 2030’s to early 2040’s. With the
introduction of congestion charging and wider infrastructure improvements signalled by
ATAP, both of which could drive demand for public transport networks, this could be
sooner.
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31. Once Cabinet decides on the way forward for CC2M, the next phase of this Project
should include working with the Additional Waitemata Harbour Crossing project and
ARTP, to consider this issue. This will allow a preferred approach to integration of CC2M
with the North Shore and Northwest to be confirmed and endorsed. This work also
needs to consider potential land use opportunities and options for additional corridors
in the city centre. It will be able to inform work on the DBC.
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The urban story, appended to the Economic Case summarises the opportunities and
the interventions required to deliver quality urban outcomes.
The Commercial Case provides further detail of the urban interventions that could be
used to secure urban growth.

er

the

Quality compact urban form, incorporating 66,000 additional households and 97,000 new
jobs over the next 30 years, is anticipated in this corridor with investment in rapid transit
alongside a range of urban interventions. Places along the corridor will continue to grow
and evolve well beyond the Project timeframe. They will become vibrant, diverse, centres
and neighbourhoods, focused around rapid transit stops/stations. These areas will
support significantly higher densities than currently exist, enabling people to have more
choice in housing, employment, education and other services.
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32. The current transport infrastructure does not cater for the level of growth forecast for
the corridor. There are already significant transport issues, including congestion and
equity. If these issues are not addressed, they could perpetuate inequity for future
generations leading to lower quality and poorly connected urban environments with
inadequate access to public transport and highly congested roads. Travel into Auckland
and the city centre, particularly in peak hours, will be adversely affected regardless of
where people live in Auckland.
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33. Rapid transit, along with urban interventions in the CC2M corridor, will facilitate and
catalyse more of Auckland’s growth to occur within the corridor. This will reduce
pressure for greenfield development with the liveability, financial and environmental
benefits that follow, including making efficient use of current infrastructure and
11
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lessening the need for new infrastructure to serve new urban areas. Realising urban
development in the corridor will also help improve the performance and value for
money of the proposed rapid transit investment.
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34. Investing in a new form of rapid transit will therefore be critical to shaping Auckland’s
growth and future urban form. Understanding the desired level of urban growth for the
corridor is an important consideration in the selection of route and mode option. The
following diagram has been used in discussions during the Project engagement phase to
show the relationship between the level of urban development and resulting urban form
that could be expected with different transport modes.

du

35. Understanding opportunities across the corridor in terms of scale and urban form
outcomes has helped to inform the growth that is anticipated, commensurate with
different route and mode options.
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36. With the accessibility benefits of rapid transit, combined with significant urban
intervention, the ambition for the Tunnelled Light Rail and light metro rapid transit
options is a further 35,000 households totalling 66,000 over the next 30 years. This
equates to 25 per cent of Auckland’s household growth within the Rural Urban
Boundary (RUB). The light rail option has the potential to enable a further 20,000
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households totalling 51,000 homes to 2051 which equates to 20 percent of Auckland’s
household growth.
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37. The following graph compares each option in terms of different scenarios developed (do
minimum/business as usual, accessibility-based scenario and a higher intensification
scenario). Household growth under the do minimum scenario is assumed the same
across all options and is on top of the current households in the corridor. Under the
accessibility scenario, which estimates the amount of growth that would occur with
investment in rapid transit with few interventions, there is minimal difference in the
number of households anticipated across all three options. However, when investment
in rapid transit is accompanied with significant urban interventions, there is expected to
be a difference of 15,000 households between the light rail option and the Tunnelled
Light Rail and light metro options.
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38. With a Tunnelled Light Rail or light metro rapid transit investment, the corridor could
more than double in 30 years, from an existing 60,000 households in 2021 to 126,000
households by 2051. The following diagram shows the growth opportunity over the next
30 years with investment in the Tunnelled Light Rail or light metro option which is the
option that enables the highest level of urban intensification aspiration in the corridor.
These options will also enable significant growth to occur beyond 2051.
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39. Commitment to realising the benefits of the investment will need to be sustained over a
long period of time from the construction phase of the Project to 2051 and beyond.
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40. The delivery of urban development will take time to gain momentum. The first decade,
while the Project is being constructed, will be a critical phase to prepare the foundation
for change and implement a number of “early moves”. Households will be built
throughout this period particularly in the Kāinga Ora areas of the corridor (Mt Roskill
and Mangere) which provides the opportunity to make a significant advancement on
urban delivery. Early mid-rise development opportunities could also be explored at
Dominion Junction on public land holdings which could act as a catalyst for urban
intensification.
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41. The second and third decades is when the majority of the development will need to be
delivered. This means around 3,000 additional households will be required every year
over 20 years in the corridor.
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42. Significant development can continue beyond 2051 but the level of commitment to
realising this growth and the benefits of the investment will need to continue well
beyond the delivery of the infrastructure.
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43. In order to realise the full benefits of any proposed investment, regardless of the option
selected, it will be critical to ensure there is integration across all aspects of urban and
transport decisions.
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44. There are two key considerations to achieving transit and urban integration:
Optimum route and station locations: the route stops/stations must be located to
maximise the opportunities for urban development.

•

Land use change: a detailed, place-based understanding of all factors which will
influence changes to land use which are necessary to support high-density, mixed
neighbourhood development within walking distance of rapid transit.
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45. Work to develop a detailed business case, detailed design and costs for the transport
components of the project will need to be informed by masterplanning. This will include
scale, bulk and massing analysis at the key nodes, as well as infrastructure planning and
costings, to determine the optimal growth potential along the Corridor. This will help
determine the scale of investment required at each node to deliver the scale of land use
change that is possible and desirable, and plan for integrated delivery. Such an Urban
Development Programme should draw heavily on the expertise and insights from
Auckland Council, Kāinga Ora, mana whenua and the corridor’s communities to ensure
the right level and quality of development potential is realised in the corridor, and that
commitments are made to ensure integrated delivery of transport and urban
development.

Re

46. Interventions need to be identified as part of the Programme which fall within a
continuum that will either enable, unlock or deliver the desired changes in land use.
Examples of these interventions that could form part of the Programme include:
15
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Intervention examples
Value capture and funding tools
Vision and master/corridor, station, precinct and infrastructure
planning
Infrastructure cost sharing, strategic land purchases, site
amalgamation
Changes to planning policy e.g. new zones, inclusionary zoning,
minimum densities, increased height
Design guides, engagement, progress communications
Planning, infrastructure or delivery across all of government and
iwi
Direct investment or development e.g. placemaking, facilitating or
procuring development

ct
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Levers
Policies
Planning

nA

Financial
Planning policy
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Information
Partnerships
Delivery
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47. Not all interventions will be required in all locations. Some locations will require less
interventions than others depending on the scale of urban ambition, their market
attractiveness and readiness for change. Some areas have been identified for significant
growth and will require long term commitment to realising their potential. Key areas
where this significant urban development opportunity exist are Dominion Junction, Mt
Roskill, Onehunga, and Māngere.
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Dominion Junction
48. Dominion Junction (city end of Dominion road) can be unlocked by rapid transit and its
proximity to City Rail Link to deliver quality high-density housing, jobs, facilities and
services.

the

49. In the broader Dominion Junction area, there are currently 3,000 households and 3,000
jobs. With investment in rapid transit, this could increase to 15,000 and 14,000,
respectively.
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Mount Roskill
50. Existing community and interest from Kāinga Ora in urban uplift and regeneration
response. Urban investment must be led with equitable solutions that prioritise an
outcome in line with community needs.

se

51. Investment in rapid transit has the potential to increase the number of households from
5,000 today to 11,000 by 2051 and jobs from 4,500 today to 5,500 by 2051.
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Onehunga
52. The focus of redevelopment will be improved connectivity, amenity and public realm to
support ongoing investment from Eke Panuku in the of the town centre and surrounding
area.
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53. For Onehunga, investment in rapid transit could increase the number of households
from 2,500 today to 6,000 by 2051.

nA

Māngere
54. Responsive to place and people, unlocking development must support the needs of the
existing community.
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55. For Mangere, investment in rapid transit could increase the number of households from
4,000 today to 11,000 by 2051 and jobs from 2,500 today to 3,000 by 2051.

Urban Development Programme

or

56. The following key actions and advice have been identified as necessary in order to
secure the urban outcomes:
Mandate - the project partners to have a clear mandate and accountability to secure
quality transit supportive urban outcomes including housing, employment,
community, environmental and Te Ao Maori outcomes through an Urban
Development Programme.

•

Planning policy - planning policies to be reviewed and amended as appropriate to
ensure quality transit supportive development is enabled.

•

Funding - identify funding sources, strategies and structure to support the Urban
Development Programme and potential value capture.

•

Strategic assessment and master planning – place-based assessment across the
corridor and node by node to determine the scale of urban development
opportunities and constraints followed by a masterplan to determine the vision and
urban ambition required to enable, unlock and secure quality transit supportive
urban development.

•

Interventions - identify specific interventions required, including enabling
infrastructure, amenity and land purchases, catalyst transit supportive development
opportunities, risk analysis and strategy for implementation.

•

Delivery - optimise, organise and operationalise the Urban Development Programme
to secure urban outcomes, including private sector partnerships.
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The Management Case addresses the following questions:
● How will the project organise for successful delivery? What form of delivery
entity should take the project forward? How do you transition from the
Establishment Unit to this entity?
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The Project should be developed and implemented in partnership between the Crown,
Auckland Council and Mana Whenua represented across multiple levels of governance
and management. This partnership will see Sponsor representation from central and local
government and mana whenua and delivery through partners, including Waka Kotahi,
Auckland Council, Auckland Transport, Kāinga Ora and iwi.

or

57. At the heart of our governance proposal is partnership involving Auckland Council,
Auckland Transport and Kāinga Ora, iwi and the private sector in the next phase.

Inf

58. Specifically, we propose a broad-based Sponsors group, involving the Minister of
Finance, the Minister of Transport, the Minister of Housing, local government and mana
whenua.
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59. We recognise and respect Te Tiriti o Waitangi as Te Tūāpapa (foundation) from which we
will work with and alongside Māori. Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Treaty of Waitangi) will guide
our decisions, kōrero and behaviours with Māori. For this stage of the project, the two
Kaitiaki Forum Chairs have been members of the Board, as representatives of the
Kaitiaki Forum. For the next part of the Project, we consider that it is vital that mana
whenua play an even more active role in decision making. Governance arrangements
will be for the Crown to determine, but we strongly support Mana Whenua
representation at multiple levels of governance, including at the Sponsor level.
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60. The work of the Establishment Unit has assumed that no legislative change is required to
deliver the project. It proposes that the CC2M project should be planned and delivered
within the existing legislative framework through statutory agencies, partnerships and
commercial arrangements. Partnerships are important for integrated outcomes and to
support the Delivery Entity’s access to partner powers. The need for any legislative
change will be kept under review working closely with Crown agencies as the scope of
the project is refined and the nature of the powers required to deliver and operate the
final preferred scheme become clearer in the next detailed planning phase.
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61. It has been assumed that Auckland Transport will have a lead role in procuring,
contracting and integrating operational and maintenance services for CC2M and is
expected to own the transport assets following Project completion. Kāinga Ora is the
logical agency to lead urban development activities as it will be difficult for a Delivery
Entity to acquire capability and similar powers to Kāinga Ora under the Urban
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Development Act. Sponsorship and Partnership arrangements will be developed further
during the next phase once there is greater clarity on scope and required decisions.
Preferred Delivery Entity
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62. CC2M is large, complex and the ‘first of its kind’ in New Zealand. The Project has a broad
set of outcomes and high expectations of what it will deliver and how it will work with
key stakeholders to deliver on these outcomes. Getting the structure right for planning
and delivering the Project is critically important to its success.

Inf
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63. The Project could be delivered by either existing entities or a new entity. An existing
entity would be more straightforward because systems, processes, and some
capabilities are already in place and can be leveraged. However, it would require some
changes to the existing entities to better enable them to deliver on the Project’s
outcomes. Risks would remain around the ability of these entities to manage and govern
the Project alongside other activities given its scale and complexity.
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64. A new entity would require time and resources to establish. However, it could be set up
to be solely focused on meeting the Project’s needs, functions and provide the required
balance between operational autonomy and Ministerial or Sponsor oversight. It can also
adapt as the Project evolves.
65. Whatever type of entity is used, there will be challenges in securing the requisite
capability and capacity.
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66. As requested by Cabinet, a range of different options were considered to deliver the
Project. The evaluation includes expanding the mandate of City Rail Link Ltd (CRLL) to
accommodate the Project, a joint venture (JV) structure, existing transport agencies, and
other entity forms.
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67. Based on the options evaluation, the preferred choice for the Delivery Entity are for a
new purpose-designed Schedule 4A company or Waka Kotahi (through an internal
business unit or subsidiary). These options performed well in the Delivery Entity
evaluation, as set out in Appendix One. Each option is capable of delivering the Project
outcomes, noting they each have their own advantages and limitations.
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68. The Establishment Unit also considered whether CRLL’s mandate could be expanded to
enable it to deliver CC2M. The key concern with this arrangement concerns the ability
to manage two large and complex projects, side by side and under one governance
structure. This presents a risk to delivering CRL on time and on budget (as it enters a
critical project phase) and may compromise the focus and/or momentum for either
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project. Complexity in changing governing documentation to suit different
shareholding, funding and decision-making rights as well as CRLL’s existing public
perception were also considered.

nA

The evaluation supports a position that keeps open the choice of final Delivery Entity at
this point.

ma
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69. The next stage will provide further clarity on route and mode, the associated urban
development opportunities and required interventions, appetite in relation to risk and
control of urban outcomes, and the role of the Delivery Entity and its partners in
delivering the outcomes. The form of the Delivery Entity can be considered and
confirmed as these elements are refined to ensure the right entity is used to deliver this
important and city-shaping project.

or

Detailed planning phase
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70. The Establishment Unit has put forward the creation of a ‘shadow’ Delivery Entity
housed within Waka Kotahi to continue to progress the Project during a transition
period.
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71. Tasks during the detailed planning phase would include master planning along the
corridor with continued community, iwi and stakeholder engagement, refining the
transport scheme and costs, commence consenting and critical property acquisition,
preparation of the DBC, working with the Additional Waitemata Harbour Crossing
project and ARTP on broader network issues, and undertaking additional work to
determine the final Delivery Entity, governance and funding arrangements, and partner
delivery roles.
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72. At this stage, it is envisaged that transition stage governance will seek to mirror
elements of the eventual governance framework that is envisaged for the final Delivery
Entity. This involves Sponsor oversight and clarity of Sponsor requirements, the creation
of the Sponsors Forum and a forum for Partner involvement. During this period it is
expected that the nature and level of Crown oversight and decision making will evolve
from more strategic and involved at the planning/transition stage to more of a
monitoring and oversight role as the project nears delivery.
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73. The Establishment Unit is working closely with the Ministry of Transport and Treasury on
the critical decisions that will need to be made by Cabinet at the end of 2021 to enable
the Project to move forward, as well as signposting future decisions and where
responsibilities for those should sit. The decision making and oversight framework
adopted will reflect these decisions.
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The Financial Case addresses the following questions:
• What are the potential funding sources and what are the affordability
constraints on each?
• What are the options for funding the project and what are the trade-offs
between them?
• What Crown and Council mechanisms can be used?
• What are key Value Capture considerations?

ma
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The Financial Case is supplemented by additional detailed funding and value capture
reports which provide information to policy agencies to support funding decisions by
the Crown.
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Local and regional beneficiaries can make a meaningful funding contribution through
leveraging existing, or new, value capture tools. Nevertheless, the Crown will be required
to fund the majority of the capital costs of the Project. There are opportunities to seek to
recover some of that Crown funding contribution through urban redevelopment.
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74. We have looked at a range of existing and potentially new tools. Even with the use of
value capture mechanisms, there will be a significant funding gap. The ability of
Auckland Council (including Auckland Transport) and Waka Kotahi (via the NLTF) to
contribute to the CCM2 capex is limited. Nevertheless, various mechanisms could be
used to support a funding contribution – such levers include asset sales, and increased
rates revenues. There is also the opportunity for Auckland Council to employ the
Infrastructure Funding and Financing Act (IFF) by which ratepayers who benefit from
being situated in close proximity to the Project would contribute to Project costs by
paying an annual levy for a fixed period.

The Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) may be a potential funding source for the
Project, however a strong environmental narrative and climate change benefits will
likely need to be demonstrated in order to access this funding source.
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75. We have also considered other options to provide funding to the Project (which would
require additional policy consideration) including:

Congestion charging is being considered by the Ministry of Transport. The Project
may be a good candidate for the use of these proceeds, however, there will likely be
other projects and system wide requirements competing for this funding source.
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76. Auckland Council and Kāinga Ora have strategic land holdings that could be offered to
the project as a ‘payment in kind’ in order to support its delivery by reducing the upfront
capital required. Further work will be required to establish if any land holdings overlap
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with land required for the project, or to support urban development outcomes, once the
route is confirmed.
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77. Value capture from urban interventions could also be used to contribute to the Project.
This could include strategic purchase and sale of land, or more active urban
development intervention and partnering. This approach has the additional benefit of
better controlling the urban outcomes including the nature of housing built along the
corridor. This however, does come with additional costs, complexity and risk. Ultimately
this will be subject to Crown appetite and more detailed understanding of the
opportunities, and risks and rewards potentially available at each node.
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The Management Case includes a summary of the public engagement undertaken, Te
Rautaki Huanga Māori - the Māori Outcomes Strategy and the proposed approach to
business disruption.
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We have laid the foundations for a social licence within corridor communities to progress
to the next stage; this will be strengthened by working closely with communities, iwi and
stakeholders within the corridor and more broadly in the next phase.
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78. Since June 2021, the project team has carried out a community and stakeholder
engagement programme to raise public awareness and gather views from a diverse
cross section of people on what the Project could mean for the city. A multi-faceted
engagement approach was implemented to ensure touch points for stakeholders, with a
particular focus on corridor communities. Over three months the team held 14
community events, 21 community and stakeholder workshops, 15 stakeholder
presentations and 33 stakeholder meetings - reaching over 115 stakeholder groups.
More than 2,800 feedback responses were also received via an online public survey. The
programme has helped to build support from stakeholders to advocate for the project
and to establish overall social licence to progress to the next phase.
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79. Community and stakeholder engagement for the design and consenting phase is to be
implemented from early 2022. The objectives underpinning the next phase of
engagement are set out below and form the basis of a detailed engagement and
stakeholder plan that will be developed in the early part of the next phase.
Enabling social licence to operate in the corridor communities and across Auckland.

•

Building a diverse coalition of supporters who play an active role in advocating for
the Project.
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2
Providing opportunities for communities and stakeholders to influence and shape
the Project.

•

Mitigating any information gap or misinformation that can have an adverse impact
on the Project.
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80. This phase of the Project will focus on opportunities to ‘consult’ and ‘involve’
communities and stakeholders. Engagement with the following cohorts will occur:

Key stakeholders: Building on the engagement programme implemented during the
Indicative Business Case phase, a focus will be placed on the continuation of
awareness raising, relationship building and collaboration with key stakeholders (as
identified via stakeholder mapping). This includes corridor-based engagement
campaigns, creation of Community Advisory Groups along the route, and dedicated
liaison with business, schools, interest and community groups.

•

Elected officials: Continued engagement and relationship building with central and
local elected officials (Councillors, Local Boards, MPs) will take place to gain local
knowledge and align with policy goals related to the Project.

•

Māori: Opportunities for iwi engagement will be developed into a mana whenua and
mataawaka engagement plan. The focus will be on working closely with the groups
to seek early input to the detailed design and consenting activities.

•

Industry: Through market engagement, key industries can be informed about the
Project and timing for potential procurement. Building and strengthening these
relationships will help to facilitate the delivery of a rapid transit solution.

•

Property owners: Working with the Project team, a dedicated engagement team will
be tasked with identifying and supporting property owner relationships and
communications for property acquisition and impacts to landowners and tenants.

•

Detailed design and consenting consultation: As part of ongoing corridor-based
engagement, a comprehensive community engagement and consultation
programme will be developed and implemented to inform the detailed design. This
includes seeking community input on community outcomes, design and location of
stops, to help shape these decisions and to optimise user experience, community
sensitivities and project outcomes. Consultation will include gathering information to
inform the construction and operational phases of the Project, ensuring that these
are planned and implemented to reflect the interests and concerns of the
community, residents and businesses. This will help address potential and perceived
concerns about business disruption and identify community or area specific
strategies.
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81. Business disruption is a justifiable concern for many stakeholders in the corridor, but is
inevitable during construction. This issue is particularly topical in light of the City Rail
Link project and recent announcements with regards to a targeted hardship fund.
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82. To proactively address this concern, minimising the level and duration of disruption will
be an aim of the delivery strategies (e.g. consenting and procurement strategies). The
Establishment Unit has developed further mitigation strategies to give confidence to
Sponsors that the issue is being given appropriate priority.
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83. A business support and targeted assistance scheme (‘the Scheme’) will be developed in
consultation with the community to minimise adverse impacts of the Project on
businesses or individuals during construction, when impacts are most intense. Sponsors
will need to be closely involved in determining the parameters of such a scheme. We
propose that Scheme would have two layers:
• Providing businesses with the tools to avoid or adapt to any disruption during the
construction period.
• Providing targeted assistance schemes to mitigate any disproportionate construction
impacts on individuals, and whanau as a result of the Project.
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Appendix One - Delivery Entity options evaluation
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Based on the options analysis, the preferred options for the Delivery Entity are for a new purpose-designed Schedule 4A (S4A) company or Waka Kotahi (potentially
through an internal business unit or subsidiary).
The two preferred options were stress-tested against the CRLL and JV options put forward by Cabinet. The light green shading reflects relatively better
performance of the option against the evaluation criteria.

CRLL*

JV** (incorporated JV)

New S4A

Clear
accountability

Existing Crown / Council structure.
Complexity and risk to managing and
governing ‘dual’ projects.
Risk to CRL delivery.

Designed to provide clarity of roles &
responsibilities.
Potential complexity and ambiguity in
accountability given parental
legislative requirements.

Independent
and
autonomous
decisionmaking

Operationally independent Board with
clear Ministerial / Sponsor oversight.

Unlikely to be able to be fully
operationally independent given
parental oversight requirements.

Outcomes led
approach

Changes required to broaden remit
and beyond pure transport outcomes.

or
m

Criteria

Provides for a direct line of sight and
accountability to the Crown,
recognising that the Waka Kotahi
board has a wide mandate.
Significant scale of the Project may,
however, detract Waka Kotahi Board
from its core activities and
responsibilities.
Could be addressed by the
establishment of a skills-based
subsidiary or project board to oversee
the project.

Operationally independent and has the
advantage of clarity of purpose as
solely project focused.

Will be ultimately accountable to
Waka Kotahi Board, but considerable
discretion and flexibility can be built
into reporting lines and structure.

“Blank sheet of paper” to create a fitfor-purpose entity with a focus on
CC2M outcomes.

Will need to be guided by Waka Kotahi
functions, but considerable flexibility is
provided for within governing
legislation.
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Purpose-designed governing
documentation and framework to
ensure clear roles & responsibilities.
Line of sight and accountability to
Crown and Sponsors provided through
Board of directors.
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May be limited by parental ‘functions’.
Would require greater reliance on
partners to deliver outcomes.

Waka Kotahi
(Subsidiary or Business unit)
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Waka Kotahi
(Subsidiary or Business unit)

CRLL*

JV** (incorporated JV)

New S4A

Effective
partnerships

Changes needed to clarify roles of
partners for CC2M and how these may
differ for CRL.

May require additional reliance on
partners to deliver urban outcomes.

Could support wider governance
obligations and build partnerships but
will need to develop core
competencies and relationships. May
rely on Sponsors to support efforts to
build partnerships.

Waka Kotahi has a history of
partnering and close stakeholder
relationships, but lacks specific
Auckland mandate and may have
limited awareness amongst local
communities.

Adaptable /
flexible

Changes required to current scope and
functions.
Complexity of balancing different
scope for different projects.
Can adapt to different commercial
models, scopes and over time.
Project focus may limit ability for
Delivery Entity to support a wider
perspective around rapid transit
network integration.

Limited by parental legislative
framework.
Project focus may limit ability for
Delivery Entity to support a wider
perspective around rapid transit
network integration.

Commercial and flexible entity. Can
adapt to different commercial models,
scopes and over time.
Potential complications could arise
from governance and funding
arrangements, plus perceived
Auckland orientation.
Project focus may limit ability for
Delivery Entity to support a wider
perspective around rapid transit
network integration.

Has national coverage, extensive
transport network related
relationships and experience working
with local authorities and communities
across the country. However, potential
lack of recognised rapid transit brand
could undermine social licence to
develop and execute regional projects.
Able to support integrated rapid
transit network.

Appropriately
resourced

Ability to leverage existing Board,
management team and corporate
services.
A company delivering two large
projects may assist with attracting
capability.
Nevertheless, additional resource
needed to manage both projects.

Independence / flexibility limitations
may impact ability to attract capability.

Will require the entity to build
capability from the ‘ground-up’, but
single delivery and commercial focus,
plus the scale of project, would likely
attract suitable resources.
New entity provides chance to build
bespoke project culture.

Provides the opportunity to build upon
Waka Kotahi core competencies
around planning, consenting, design,
procurement and delivery.
Subsidiary option offers opportunity to
build bespoke project culture.

Deliverability

Entity already established, with some
existing capability, systems and
processes resulting in efficiencies.
Complexity in unravelling and
amending governing documentation
(to address two different projects).
Complexity with ‘merging’ CRLL Board
and teams to shadow Delivery Entity
Board and teams.
Compromised CRLL social licence.

Would require a commitment of
resources to establish.
Potentially presents future risks if the
structure needed to be amended or
unwound
Order in council but no legislative
change required.

Entity already established, with some
existing capability, systems and
processes resulting in efficiencies.
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Criteria

Smooth transition and continuity, and
largely preserves the option to move to
another entity once further work has

been undertaken
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Could be relatively straightforward to
establish, though would still require a
commitment of resources.
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* The CRLL option above assumes that the Project and CRL are undertaken as side-by-side projects with separate management teams but under one Board and shared corporate functions.
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**The JV option above considers an incorporated JV. An unincorporated JV was also considered but discarded as it is a relatively complex structure that drives decision-making and
accountability upwards to JV participants (Sponsors) rather than down to the Delivery Entity. Given the scale and complexity of the Project, there is merit in driving more operational
autonomy to the Delivery Entity. Key features of a JV have been leveraged and reflected in the proposed governance arrangements. These include clarity and delineation of roles,
responsibilities, decision-making and funding between sponsors and the role of the various Partners in delivering the Project outcomes.
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